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Introduction 
Compass allows the user to create a single run or multiple runs at once depending on what the user’s needs are. 

1. Components of a run or multiple runs are added to the Workspace.   

2.  Using parameters set in the Workspace, the system will solve the routing problem and present the run or 

runs in the Result tab for review.   

3.  If the run is acceptable, the run will be given an effective date and saved.   

4.  The saved run will be found in the Runs tab. 

 

Single Run Building  
Manual run building allows the user to have control over the order in which the run is routed.   

1. In the stops tab, find and select the stops you want to use to create the run. 
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2. Add the selected stops to the Workspace. 

 
 

3. In the Fleet tab, select the vehicle you want to use for the run.  

 
 

4. Add the vehicles to the Workspace.   

 

5. Click on the Workspace tab to open the Workspace.  Selected stops and vehicle will be there. 

 
 

6. If you are solving a run for the first time in this login session, set your VRP settings.   

 

7. Click on the Route button.   

 
The program will show the following message in the upper right hand corner of the screen: 
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8. When the system has completed the routing process, the Result tab window will open. 
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9. Review the run by clicking on  to open the Stop List.   

NOTE:  The system will follow the parameters that have been set. As a result if you try to order a run that 

would violate settings such as maximum travel time, arrival time windows, etc., you will get a notification. 

10. If no edits are needed to the stops, change the Run#/Name to the naming convention being used if 

different than the default naming convention, add an effective date, and add notes if applicable.  

 

11. Click  to save the effective date, notes, and run id.   

 

12.   Click  to save all runs in the window.   The Result runs will move to the Runs Tab.  

 
 

 

A Open the Stop List for the new run  G Time duration of new run   

B Open the Directions for the new run  H Distance of new run 

C System Generated Run ID   I Start Time from Depot 

D Vehicle #     J End Time at Depot 

E Profile of Vehicle    K Number of stops on new run 

F Effective Date      
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Run Building for a Large Number of Stops or an Entire School 
Compass allows the user to add a large number of stops to the workspace along with appropriate vehicles and 

have the system build the runs in the most efficient manner using the parameters set by the user and spatial 

clustering.    Those parameters would include:  the capacity of the vehicles at hand, maximum distance, and 

maximum time.   

1. Select the stops to be used to create the runs.  Stops may be filtered by school or schools, AM or PM, 

general ed or special ed stops or a combination of filters. 

 
 

2. Click Add to Workspace.   

3. In the Fleet Tab , select the vehicles to be used. Add to the Workspace.  

 

 
 

4. Click on the Workspace Tab.    If this is the first time the user has solved a routing problem 

in the session, set the VRP Advanced Settings.   

 

5. Click the  button to solve the problem.  The program will display a message to let the user know 

the progress. 
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6. When the runs are solved, the Results window will open and the runs will be displayed on the map. 

 
 

7. Review the runs. 

a.  Zoom into the map to look more closely at the stops on each run. 

  

b.  Open the stop list to see the stop order and note changes for any run needing edits.   

NOTE:  Stops may be opened from the Stop List and changes made for the curb setting.  If a stop is 

edited, the Stop List will remain open but the back up window will now be the stop window.  Return to 

the Result window by clicking on the Result Tab. 

c.  If edits need to be made to the run,  click Move to Workspace. 

 
 

See Editing Runs or continue to save your runs. 
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8. If no edits are needed to the stops, change the Run#/Name to the naming convention being used if 

different than the default naming convention, add an effective date, and add notes if applicable.  

 

9. Click  to save the effective date, notes, and run id.   

 

10. Click  to save all runs in the window.   The Result runs will move to the Runs Tab.  

 
 

Editing Runs 
Runs may be edited immediately after creation with changes in order, removal of stops, addition of stops, 

change of vehicle, etc. or at a later time as necessary for any of the same types of changes . 

Run Editing Tools in the Workspace Stop List  
The user may create a new stop and add it to the run, remove a stop from the run, move stops to other runs all in 

the Workspace Stop List. 

  The Arrows at the top of the Stop List allow the user to reorder the stops.   

 

In this example, the selected stop may be moved up in the stop order using the  or down in the stop order 

using the . 
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  This button may be used to send a stop from the stops list to the stops tab.  In the 

stops tab it may be mirrored or a PM run.   

 

 

NOTE:   If a stop is selected and sent to the Stops Tab, it will still remain in the run Stop List in the Workspace.  

Also, the Stops Tab list will be cleared of any stops and only the stop sent from the Workspace will show in the 

Stops Tab list. 

  A new stop may be created while in the Workspace Stop List for the run that is being edited.  

When the  button is clicked, the New Stop dialog will open.  Pay attention when creating the 

stop to the Pickup and Drop off tabs because the dialog will usually open on the Drop Off tab. 

 

NOTE:  As soon the new  button is clicked, 2 new lines will open in the stop list, which will 

be populated with the new data when the stop is saved. 
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The following illustration shows the newly created stop in the Stop List in the Workspace. 

 

 Add selected stops in the Stop Tab List by clicking on Add Existing.  A dialog box will 

open for verification:    Click OK and the stops will be added to the 

list for the run that is being edited. 

 

 The user may delete stops from the run, not from the system, by selecting the stop and clicking the 

remove button.  
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 The user may move stops from one vehicle/run to another by 

checking the Assign Selected to Vehicle and selecting a vehicle that is currently in the Workspace.  

 

NOTE:  Only vehicles in the Workspace, with or without other stops, are eligible.  Vehicles may be added to 

the workspace at any time to use with this function. 

 At the bottom of the list is the option 

of selecting from different assignment rules: 

1.  Preserve Stop Assignment and Sequence— this option preserves both the vehicle assignment and the 

sequence the user has set. If the user has reordered the stops, select this option to make sure Compass does not 

change the order or the vehicle and everything will be preserved as the User requires.   

2.  Preserve Stop Assignment Only— this option preserves the vehicle assignment so that stops will remain on 

the vehicle they are assigned to  but will allow resequencing of the stops to find the most optimal path.  

3.  Best Optimize (Ignore Stop Assignment and Sequence)—the program takes into consideration the 

parameters set regarding curb side, spatial clustering, distance and speed to find the most efficient (fastest/least 

distance) use of the equipment.  Stops will be assigned to the vehicle and in the sequence needed for optimized 

routing. Stops may be left or returned to the workspace if time or other parameters cannot be met. 
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Editing Runs from the Result Window 
If the user has just created runs but is unsatisfied with the results, the result runs may be returned to the 

Workspace for changes. 

1. After reviewing any runs created and currently found in the results tab, check the run or runs which need 

to be edited.   

 

2. Click on .  Compass will move only the checked 

runs to the Workspace.   

 

3. Click on the Workspace Tab to see all runs, previously added vehicles which were unused, and any 

stops that may not have been added to runs.   

  
In this example, there are two vehicles with 9 and 14 stops which have been returned to the Workspace 

from the Results Tab and 2 vehicles with no stops which were left in the workspace because they were 

not used to solve a previous routing problem. There are no unassigned stops. 

 

4. Click on the to open the Stop List to make edits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use arrows to move the 

selected stop/s in the stop 

order. 

Clear the Stops Tab & 

add a stop to the Stops 

Tab 

Create a New Stop 

Add a stop from the 

Stops tab to the run 

Delete a selected stop. 

Assign selected stops to 

a vehicle that is in the 

Workspace. 

Change the Assignment 

Rule 
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NOTE:  See Run Editing Tools in the Workspace Stop List section for in depth explanations of the tools in the 

above illustration.   

5. Make all changes to the run.    Then click on  to solve the problem.  Runs will be 

solved and moved to the Results tab. 

WARNING:  The   button must be clicked following each change if multiple changes are 

made to the same run.  For example, if a stop is removed, click Apply Changes before changing the 

order of the remaining stops.  Then click Apply Changes again. 

 

6. When the user is satisfied with the runs, give the run an effective date and apply changes

, then Save Result Runs . 

OR 

Open the stop list.    

 a.  Change the run name using the district’s naming convention 

 
 b.  Add the effective date for the run.  

 
 c.  Add any notes that may apply. 

 

 d.   

 e.   

A dialog box will open showing the run has been successfully saved.  It may be found in the Runs Tab. 

 

 


